Dynamics and interactions of viroids.
Viroids are single stranded circular RNA molecules of 120,000 daltons which are pathogens of certain higher plants and replicate autonomously in the host cell. Virusoids are similar to viroids in respect to size and circularity but do replicate only as a part of a larger plant virus. The structure and structural transitions have been investigated by thermodynamic, kinetic and hydrodynamic methods and have been compared to results from calculations of the most favorable native structures and the denaturation process. The algorithm of Zuker et al. was modified for the application to circular nucleic acids. For viroids the calculations confirm our earlier theoretical and experimental results about the extended native structure and the highly cooperative transition into a branched structure. Virusoids, although described in the literature as viroid-like, show less base pairing, branching in the native secondary structure, and only low cooperativity during denaturation. They resemble more closely the properties of random sequences with length, G:C content, and circularity as in viroids but sequences generated by a computer. The comparison of viroids, virusoids and circular RNA of random sequences underlines the uniqueness of viroid structure. The interactions of viroids with dye and oligonucleotide-ligands and with RNA-polymerase II from wheat germ, which enzyme replicates viroids in vitro, has been studied in order to correlate viroid structure and its ability for specific interactions. Specificity of the interactions may be interpreted on the basis of the neighbourhood of double stranded and single stranded regions. In the host cell viroids are localized in the cell nucleus; they may be detected as free nucleic acids and in high molecular weight complexes together with other RNA and proteins.